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10
TakeWhat is Take 10?

It's 10 activities that take around 10
minutes to complete and have been
designed with wellbeing in mind.

When there is a lot to do it can feel
overwhelming and there is the
temptation to keep working without
breaks. That's why we're here to help! 

You can choose which challenges you
want to do. You don't have to complete
them all and can repeat them however
many times you like.

So, take some time out, find an activity
and dive in!
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Who are the 
Check out what's required:

www.girlguidinglaser.org.

uk/what-we-
do/championsLaSER Champions? 



Method:
Combine all ingredients except the optional
whipped cream in a mason jar. Screw on lid
and wrap top with a towel (in case your jar
leaks). Give a few very good shakes, until

everything is well-mixed and milk is foamy.
Pour into a mug and microwave for 30

seconds or until steaming. Top with whipped
cream if desired. Enjoy!

2 tablespoons hot water (28 g)
2 tablespoons sugar (24 g)

2 tbsps instant coffee powder (12 g)
Milk, to serve

Method: Add the hot water, sugar, and instant coffee to
a bowl. Either hand whisk or use an electric mixer until
the mixture is fluffy and light. To serve, spoon a dollop

over a cup of milk with ice in it and stir.
Enjoy!

Relax

Who can make the

best hot drink? 

#take10champs

1 cup hot coffee
1/4 cup milk 

1 tablespoon cocoa powder
1 to 2 tablespoons granulated sugar

1 tbsp heavy cream
Whipped cream for topping



Pour 3 tbsp vegetable oil into a
microwave safe mug. 
Add 3 tbsp caster sugar, 1 egg, 3 tbsp
plain flour, a pinch baking powder and
whisk with a fork until smooth. 
Drop in a few fresh or frozen raspberries
& 4-5 squares of white chocolate.
Carefully place in the microwave and
cook for 45 secs-1 min on high until
puffed up and cooked through.
Leave to cool for 1 min or until just
warm. Dust with icing sugar to serve.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Peel, core and chop 1 apple and put the
pieces in a mug with a pinch of cinnamon
& a pinch of brown sugar. Microwave on
full for 1 min 30 secs or until the apple is
soft but holds its shape.
Pour 3 tbsp vegetable oil in a bowl and
add 3 tbsp light brown sugar, 1 egg, 3
tbsp plain flour, a pinch of baking
powder and a pinch of cinnamon. Whisk
until smooth then pour the mixture into
the mug on top of the cooked apples.
Microwave on high for 45 secs-1 min or
until puffed up and cooked through.
Top with double cream or custard.

1.

2.

3.

4.

 Add 4 tbsp self-raising flour, 4 tbsp
caster sugar and 2 tbsp cocoa powder to
the largest mug you have (to stop it
overflowing in the microwave) and mix.
 Add 1 medium egg and mix in as much as
you can, but don't worry if there's still
dry mix left.
 Add the 3 tbsp milk, 3 tbsp vegetable or
sunflower oil and a few drops of vanilla
essence and mix until smooth, before
adding 2 tbsp chocolate chips, nuts, or
raisins, if using, and mix again.
 Centre your mug in the middle of the
microwave oven and cook on High for 1½
-2 mins, or until it has stopped rising and
is firm to the touch.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Cook

#take10champs



Feel Good

#take10champs

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?

v=VaoV1PrYft4

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?

v=t3joHNOOyYY

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?

v=VpW33Celubg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VaoV1PrYft4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t3joHNOOyYY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpW33Celubg
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Keep Busy
Begin the whip stitch by tying

a knot in the end of your
thread. Then poke your

needle up through the top
layer of fabric, about 1/8" in,

from between the two pieces.
This way the knot will be

between the two pieces of
fabric and will not be visible.

Next, poke the needle up
through both layers of fabric

so the needle and thread
come up in almost the same
place as in step 1. By doing
this, the thread should be

wrapped around the edges of
the fabric in one neat stitch. It

is important to pull the
stitches so that they are

snug, but not overly tight.

Once again, poke the needle up
through both layers of fabric. Poke
the needle though the same hole as
before, so this next stitch will cover
the first stitch. However, this time
you will angle the needle so that it
comes up about 1/8" from the first

stitch (as well as 1/8" from the edge
of the fabric). Pull this stitch tight,

and you should have what still looks
like one stitch, but the thread is

coming out of the fabric next to it.

Now poke the needle up through
the fabric, directly under where

the thread is coming up. But
again, angle the needle so that
the end comes out next to this
second stitch. When you pull
this stitch tight, it should be

straight up and down, not
angled. In others words, it

should be parallel to the first
stitch.

Continue this pattern of poking the needle through
the two layers at an angle, coming up next to the

previous stitch. When you have reached the end of
the section you want to stitch, or you need to start

with a new piece of thread, make the final stitch come
straight up, rather than angled off to the side. Then

poke the needle through the bottom of this stitch
again (making the stitch doubled) but only go through
the bottom layer, so your thread is in between layers.
Basically you are trying to do the reverse of how you

started the whip stitch, so you can make a knot in
between the layers of fabric.

To make the knot, you may have to pull
the two pieces of fabric apart a little.
This will let you see the backs of the
stitches you made. Poke the needle

through the backside of the last stitch
you made. Then loop the needle

through this loop of thread twice. Now
as you pull the thread tight, this should

create a knot that is tight against the
seam. You now can cut your thread free.

Now you are done!

http://www.holiday-crafts-and-creations.com/whip-stitch.html 



#take10champs

Relax

https://youtu.be/inpok
4MKVLM

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?

v=itZMM5gCboo

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=O-

6f5wQXSu8

https://youtu.be/inpok4MKVLM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itZMM5gCboo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-6f5wQXSu8


Be Kind

#take10champs

Why not decorate
the letter and

envelope to make
it really special.



Create

#take10champs

A virtual time capsule can be made using your
smartphone or computer. You'll need a few of your
closest friends to take part. 
Each person records their own message, this can
be in video format or as a written document as long
as it's a digital version. 
Then save all the videos and messages onto a USB
stick, pop it in a box and either lock it away or bury
it somewhere and don't forget where you put it. 
Put a reminder in your phone for 10, 20 or 30 years
time to go and look back with your friends!

1.

2.

3.

4.

Local newspaper
A coin from the year you make the time capsule. 
Drawings
Something from nature 
Note/ letter from family members 
A letter to your future self (including date, age,
friends, feelings, favourite things, worries, future
plans etc)
2020 envelope with stamp
Some photos of your family
A treasured possession

Make sure that you

remember where

you've hidden your

tim
e capsule!



Set goals and prioritise. 
Create a basic structure, plan out the vision
on paper. 
Write out your goals on the main board (pin
board, cardboard, big paper).
Find images and words that you feel fit your
goals and theme of your board.
Sort and arrange the images and words.
Glue/pin down your images.
Add your own words, doodles or sketches.

Create

#take10champs



Protest

#take10champs



You don't have to use our

templates! You can use your

imagination and draw

anything!

Relax





Thank you for taking part! 
https://www.girlguiding.org.

uk/making-guiding-

happen/programme-and-

activities/peer-

education/what-is-peer-

education/think-resilient/

https://www.girlguiding.org.uk/making-guiding-happen/programme-and-activities/peer-education/what-is-peer-education/think-resilient/
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TakeWe made a badge!

If you have done any of the activities in
this resource then you can order this
badge to help highlight to others how
important it is to Take 10. 

To order your badges, visit our online
shop via www.girlguidinglaser.org.uk.

#GirlguidingLaSERTake10
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https://girlguiding-laser.myshopify.com/

